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,, , Economies of Scale to I m!tattye Consumption and the Size of the Ft rm: 
Theory and an Appllcattoo to Cha1o Restaurants 

by Moshe Adler• 

Department of Economics 
University of Ca11forola at Davis, 

Davis, California, 95616 

The economies of scale that economists normally rely on to explain the 

size of firms involve only firms; examples are economies of scale In 

production, In management and in advertising. This paper argues that there are 

also entirely different types of economies of scale that determine the size of 

firms, types that do not involve firms at all. These are "economies of scale in 

imitative consumption,· and as their name su99ests, they Involve only 

consumers. A particular good ls subject to these economies if consumers are 

better off consuming brands of the good that almost all other consumers also 

consume. 1 For example, there are economies of scale in imitative consumption 

In the consumption of soft drinks if, timoog the different local tind national 

brands available, the consumer is better off picking, say, Coke, only because 

almost everybody else does too. The larger the economies of scale 1n 1m1tative 

consumption, the larger will be the size of firms in the industry producing this 

good. 

wr1at goods are subject to economies of scale to 1m1tatlve consumption? 

Food, clothing and cars are some examples. Some industries whose firms' size s 

are determined, at least in part, by these economies are the jeans, sneakers, 

breakfast cereal, and soft-drinks industries. Of course, economies of sea le in 

1m1tat1ve consumption are not the only factor that determine firms' sizes In these 

industries; our analysis implies, however, that because of economies of scale 

in imitative consumption there would be large firms in all these cases even if 
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the economies of scale tn provtston (t. e., economies of scale that involve only 

firms) were all exhausted at small ftrm sizes. The effect of economies of scale 

tn imitative consumption ts, therefore, quite prevalent. How important ts this 

effect relative to other factors tn explatntn9 the structures of tndustrtes? No 

genera 1 answer can be given since the answer could vary from tndust ry to 

Industry, but to demonstrate the possible significance of economies of scale In 

imitative consumption we will analyze here in detail one case - the restaurant 

Industry. 

In the first part of the paper we discuss two alternative explanations to 

ours for the structure of the restaurant Industry. The first explanation 

attributes the structure of the industry to economies of scale in provision 

(economies that involve only firms); the second attributes it to reputation 

enforcement via chain-stores (and hence is similar to our explanation tn so far 

as it does not view the restaurant industry as subject to significant economies of 

scale tn provision). The second is the more serious contender because the 

chain-store literature was specifically designed to dea l with structures such 

as that of the restaurant industry. We show that each of these two contending 

explanations has implications which contradict various empirical facts 

concerning restaurants. These facts are consistent with an explanation based 

on economies of scale In Imitative consumption. 

The second part of the paper analyzes the character i stics of consume rs 

that lead to the exi stence of economies of scale In imitative consumption. It Is 

shown that 1f (i) consumers' tastes are learned and (Ii) consumers are mobile , 

economies of scale In Imitative consumption will exist. The third part analyz es 

the effe ~ t of economies of scale tn im itative consumption on the structure of th e 

re staurant industry. It is shown that tn equilibrium there will be many 
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restaurants that are unique, and some restaurants that are identical 

replications of each other and have outlets In all locations (chains). It is also 

shown that the units that are Identical will necessarOy form one large firm only 

1f trademarks are protected; otherwise each outlet of a chatn could form an 

Independent firm. 

I. Alternative Exolanations for the Structure of the Restaurant Industry 

I. t. Economies of Scale In Provision 

Even though making a hamburger or trench fries seems simple, there are 

economies of scale 1n their provision. Th1s may help account for large chains in 

the restaurant industry. But the range of sizes of restaurant-firms is so wide 

that It would be difficult to explain this range QDh by such economies • Indeed, 

the restaurant industry provides an excellent illustration for the argument that 

economies of scale In production are not sufficient to determine the size of 

firms. In particular, the existence of one-outlet firms indicates that a small 

size Is already efficient In spite of the existence of economies of scale In 

provision. How could this be? 

Di fferent restaurant firms use different methods to exploit these 

economies. Chain-restaurants exploit economies of scale in provision by 

preparing hamburger patties or pizza dough mixes and sauces at their own 

central plants. One-outlet firms are not at a disadvantage, however; they 

exploit the same economies by buying these Items from firms that specialize in 

production for restaurant use2. In similar fashion, chains achieve efficient 

production by supplying their Individual outlets with eff1c1ent equipment and 

with training on how to use it; single-outlet firms buy all these from specialized 

suppliers. The same also applies to economies of scale in the production of 
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other 1tems. 

Economies of scale In advertising are a different matter. Small firms are 

at a clear disadvantage in this respect: the advertising cost, say, of a T. V. 

message ts the same whether the advertiser has just one outlet or many, and 

small firms obviously cannot exploit these economies. If economies of scale tn 

advertising were the explanation for the existence of large firms, however, it 

would be necessa-ry to explain how one-outlet firms manage to survive in spite 

of them. It might be suggested that the reason Is that there are two different 

types of consumers: locals who already have the necessary information about 

stores in their neighborhood, and non-locals who rely on advertising. Stnce the 

distinction between locals and non-locals is also the crux of the chain-store 

model, we will return to economies of scale In advertising when we discuss this 

11terature. 

1.2. The Chain Store Literature 

Before we discuss the chain store literature tt ts important to note that 

once they have explained the ex1stence of cha1ns, some of the art1cles 1n this 

literature go on to inquire about the 1nternal structure of chains. In particula r, 

some artic les Investigate the question why some cha1ns are organized as 

f ranchlses (Caves and Murphy, Mink 1 er, Mathewson and Winter, Rubin). For ou r 

purposes, however, the distinction between the different forms of organization, 

e.g. franchising vs. complete Integration, 1s of no consequence; by "the chai n 

store literature· we mean only that part of the literature that explains why 

chain stores exist for reasons other than economies of scale in provision -- not 

that part which 1s concerned w1th their Internal structure. 

If just one outlet is large enough to exploit the scale economies in 
' 

provision, the question ts why tt:lere are also chain restaurants. The chain store 
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11terature attr1butes the existence of chains to the predicament of the non-local 

buyer. Under normal circumstances, buyers can discip11ne non-performin9 

sellers by ceas1n9 to trade with them. But when a buyer cannot be a repeat 

customer 1n a spec1f1c reta11 outlet, as when he 1s away from home, the threat of 

ceasin9 to trade is not a potent disciplinin9 device unless the outlet ts a member 

of a broadly based cha1n of stores. By buying from a chain store, a non-local 

(i.e. non-repeat} buyer can turn many one-time purchases from different 

sellers tnto a cha1n of repeated purchases from just one seller. Ceas1n9 to 

trade becomes a credible threat even though many different stores are 

involved. But the ability to pose this threat is not costlessly acquired. 

Simply by belonging toe chein, an outlet provides the non-local customer 

w1th the means to retaliate. If d1sappo1nted buyers can br1n9 about a d1minution 

in the chain's general reputation, a cheatin9 outlet will lose customers even 

though the customers who were actually cheated were only one-time buyers. 

But even if the damage done to the chain's reputation were substantial, the loss 

to the outlet that has cheated m1ght not be sufficient to make cheating 

unattractive to that outlet. This is because lost patronage will be "shared" by 

all the outlets. To internalize this externality, the chain will monitor 1ts 

outlets--a costly activity. 

The difference between a local and a non-local customer, then, is that the 

loca l customer is able to inflict the whole wrath of his retaliation on the 

particular store that cheated him, while the non-local customer needs to empl oy 

a monitor - the chain. But monitoring Is c.ostly. Therefore, from the vantage 

point of the local buyer, 1t will appear as 1f the chain 1s char91n9 a higher price 

per unit of quality than local stores do; locals will not eat at chains. 3 The 
, 

non-local buyer, on the other hand, regards the food of the chain and that of the 
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local restaurant as two different 9oods altogether. The first is of known quality 

while the second 1s not. Thus, one-outlet restaurants and chains can exist side 

by side, the former caterin9 to locals, the latter to non-locals. 

Two common, empirical observations about chains are 1ncons1stent with 

the fore9oin9 theory, however. Chains do in fact have a substantia 1 number of 

local customers, and chain stores do exist in local, off-the-road 

neighborhoods. Why should locals be wllllng to buy from chains If their prices 

are higher? A demand by non-locals for the costly monitoring that would be 

provided by sellers cannot be the~ explanation for the existence of chains. 

We shall see that the existence of economies of scale in Imitative consumption 

can explain these apparent anomalies. 

The chain store literature has also failed to recognize the significant 

ab i lity of the market to protect non-local customers. We shall show that in all 

but very special (and unlikely) cases, the presence of locals reduces the 

probability that a local store will deceive non-locals. Nonetheless, chain store 5 

are not di spensable. Although non-local consumers do not have to buy from a 

cha in store (except In special cases) when seekin9 to 9uarantee aualfty, they 

must buy from a chain store when seeking known .t..li.ll. This would be true everi 

if fraud wa s (for whatever reason) not possible. (In the language Introduced 

below, th1s observation will help us to ratlonal1ze the existence of chains, but 

not necessa r ily of formal chain~>.) 

Two clarifications are in order at this point. First, 1t is necessary to 

clarify what we mean by a chain store. We begin by defining the term 

•trademark": a trademark. 1s any label that completely identifies the exact type 

and quality of the product bearing that label. We call a 9roup of stores a 

"non-formal chain" if all of them bear the same trademark but the trademark i s 
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not reoistered (1.e. 1t 1s not protected by law). We call a oroup of stores a 

•tormal chatn" 1f all of them bear the same re9tstered trademark. (In the 

11terature it is typtcally assumed that trademarks can exist only when 9tven 

protect1on, 1.e., that only formal chains extst. But we w111 show that th1s ts not 

necessar11y the case.) 

Second, it is necessary to distinguish between quallty and taste. For 

simplicity we provide definitions only for our paradigmatic 9ood--food. The 

extension to other goods 1s 1mmed1ate. 

We define an attribute of food as a quality attribute if almost all 

consumers' rankings of the food are the same for this attribute. We define an 

attribute as a taste attribute when these rankings vary substantially among 

consumers. (The meaning of the terms 'almost' and 'substantially' will become 

clear below.) Quality attributes can sometimes be measured objectively, as in 

the case of the fat content of a ha mbur9er or the freshness of its beef, but th is 

is not required. Moreover, no claim is made that quality attributes necessarily 

ex1st. For example, 1f most consumers prefer low-fat hamburgers but a 

substantia l number prefers high-fat meat, fat content will be a taste attribut e. 

Similarly, if a substantial number of consumers like their beef (slightly) 

rotten, freshness will also be a taste attribute. However, assuming that both 

quality and taste attributes do exist, the question becomes "when buying from a 

chain, does the consumer see~ a given level of quality or the satisfaction of a 

particular taste?" 

1.2.A. Quality Mon1tor1ng 

We will now show that formal chains are necessary to assure guality 

only in very soecial cases. To do so, we distinguish the following cases. 
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1) All shoppers at a shopp1n9 area are non-locals. Th1s situation m19ht 

occur, for instance, alon9side a freewey thet all travellers (even individual 

truck. dr1vers) use only 1nfrequently. Under such cond1t1ons, there are no 

repeat purchases and communication between different customers of the 

restaurants at this location is very unl1kely. Cheating by an independent store 

could, therefore, 90 unebeted, and as e result ell buyers will prefer e formal 

chain store. A formal chain store, however, would be all that could exist 

because all consumers would prefer such a chain. There would be no non-chain 

restaurants 1n that shopping area (or any non-formal chains). Clearly, this 

scenario cannot explain the frequent co-existence of both formal chains and 

local restaurants 1n the same shopp1ng area. 

2) The shopping area has such a large number of local shoppers that they 

can keep at least one restaurant in business by themselves. On the other hand, 

the number of non-locals ls so small that the non-locals by themselves could 

not maintain even one restaurant. This case is probably the most common, 

sincei every neighborhood that 1s not on an interstate freeway and is not a 

tourist attraction meets this description. Since a non-local shopper would know 

that a local restaurant at h1s home shopping area prov1des good-quality food fo r 

a lower price than a formal chain restaurant, he would expect the same in the 

unfamilia r area. Thus, to be assured of good quality, all the non-local buyer 

would have to do is buy at a local store. Since the number of non-locals is not 

sufficient to keep even one store In bus1ness, each and every local store must be 

patronited also by locals and have a lower price per unit of quality than any 

(potent ial) formal chain. Notice that there would be no formal chai n 
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restaurants 1n equillbrium 1n the second case. (Local outlets of non-formal 

chains would be the same as local restaurants and might or m1ght not exist.) 

3) There are at least some easily identified local shoppers in the 

shopp1n9 area. Whether the1r number 1s large or sma111s 1mmater1al. Only 

local restaurants would be viable, and formal chain restaurants could not exist 

because non-locals could simply observe which establishments the locals 

patronize. This probably explains the viability of truck-stops on freeways, 

s1nce the presence of truckers ts eas1ly d1scern1ble through the presence of 

their vehicles in the parking lot. (But at a place that has a separate dining 

room for truckers, make sure you pretend to be a trucker I) The truckers are 

the locals in this example because they drive repeatedly on the same road, while 

occas1onal/holiday travellers are the non-locals. A sim11ar s1tuation exists 

where occasional/holiday travellers can exchange information between 

themselves. Local restaurants can thus develop a reputation, and therefore 

there is no need for formal chains. 

4) The local shoppers lack a spec1f1c character and thus are not easily 

identifiable, and there are so many non-locals that by themselves they can ke ep 

at least one store in business. In such neighborhoods local restaurants could be 

viable even without local cu5tomers. As a result non-locals who want to be 

sure of what they are buying w111 have to buy from formal chains. Note, 

however, that only non-locals will buy from the formal chains. Wh ic t1 

neighborhoods meet this description? Tourist attractions are good candidates, 

but this designation is not sufficient, since the locals might be identifiable4. 

Nptice the market will be able to guarantee quality in the more common 

cases, (2) and (3), while a formal chain will be needed to guarantee quality 
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only in the rare cases ( 1) and ( 4). The two latter cases, however, fail to take 

into account the facts that locals often eat at chains and that chains often locate 

where they can only survive if locals patronize them. Havin9 considered these 

four case, we can now explain the terms "almost all consumers· and 

·substantially" as used in the definitions of quality and taste attributes above. 

In order to conclude from the mere v1ab111ty of a restaurant that 1ts quality is 

high, a consumer must share the judgment of the customers of that restaurant 

as to what is h19h quality • If the number of customers w1th whom the consumer 

does not agree is large enough to keep at least one restaurant 1n business, the 

existence of a restaurant could not serve as a si9nal to the consumer that he 

will also find it to be of high quality. Thus "almost all consumers· means all 

consumers except a number not sufficiently large to keep at least one 

restaurant in business at any shopping area. Rankings vary ·substantially" when 

the preceding does not hold. 

1.2.B. Tast~Honitorinq 

We have shown that only in some of the cases in which formal chain 

outlet s exist could a demand for quality monitoring by the chains explain their 

viab i lity. Furthermore. in no case could such a demand exolain why locals 

would buy from formal chain s . If not Information about quality, could 

information about taste be the reason for the existence of chains? We show that 

the answer is mixed. A consumer who seeks a restaurant he surely like s5 

cannot rely on other people's recommendation since he might not share the i r 

taste. When at home such a consumer w1ll return to the very same restaura nt 

he has ttied before; when away from home he will buy from an outlet of a chain. 

A demand for known taste indeed creates a demand for chains, then; but the 
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demand for chains would ex1st even 1f fraud were 1mposs1ble (e.9., consumers 

reco9nize the taste of a food just by lookin9 at it). 

While the demand for chains does not depend on the possib11ity of fraud, it 

1s 1nterestlng to tnvesttgate to what extent thts demand could be met by 

non-formal chains 1n a world in which fraud is possible. (It should be noted 

once aQain, though, that a theory that explained the existence of chains by the 

demand to reduce fraud would still have to contend with the presence of local 

customers tn chains.) The question before us is the follow1n9. A non-local w111 

find the taste he expects at a particular outlet only if the food at that outlet has 

the same taste as the food at all the other outlets of the same chain. Can a 

non-local trust locals to monitor such taste consistency on his behalf? The 

answer is a qualified yes. The presence of local customers 1n a restaurant is 

not as effective in monitoring taste consistency as it is in monitorin9 quality 

levels, but it is effective nonetheless. It makes deception costly to the seller, 

and thus reduces the probability that a particular outlet will mislead non-locals. 

The reason 1s the following. 

Assume that the number of non-locals in a shopping area ls so small that 

all stores in the area must have some local customers in order to be viable 

(case 2 of quality monitoring). A non-local who enters a restaurant in that area 

can be certain, then, that it has at least some local customers. Assume also 

that all the chains are non-formal. Let the vector of possible tastes be 

V= (v 1, •••.• vn) and let v; denote both a particular taste and the chatn that 

serves food of that taste. Define an outlet as deceiving if It carries a logo that 

says "Outlet of Chain v1 • yet 1t sells another food, say, vj (i:.:j). In order to 

maintain its local clientele (which prefers v1 to vj)• a deceiving outlet will have 
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to deliver to locals (but not to non-locals) the messaoe that, 1ts 1090 not 

w1thstand1no, 1t 1s cont1nu1n9 to serve vj. Deception 1s costly because of the 

need to transmit two messages instead of one: the cost of deception is the cost 

of transm1ttin9 the add1tlonal messaoe. Because of this cost, deception will be 

undertaken only 1n special cases, as the followinQ demonstrates. 

To simplify the discussion assume that when deception is not profitable 

prices equal minimum average costs, and when deception is profitable, prices 

equal m1n1mum average costs plus the cost of deception. 

In a particular shopping area, 'V i r 1, •••• n Lt 1s the number of local v1 

customers, N1 is the number of non-local "i customers, n1 is the number of 

outlets that carry a logo ·outlet of Chain vi· , nit is the number of outlets that 

carry this 1090 and are truthful, and n1d is the number of outlets that carry this 

logo but mislead. By this notation, n1 =nit + n1d. Let c1 be the number of 

customers that an outlet of chain v1 must have in order to be viable when it sells 

at the market price. 

Under what conditions will an outlet mislead and sell vj Instead of vi? If 

the number of local and non-local vj customers is sufficiently large to keep at 

least one truthful vj outlet in business ( lj + Nj l Cj), deception will not be 

profitable; a truthful v1 outlet will be viable, and because 1ts costs are lower 

(1t does not have to produce split messages), will attract all the local 

customers of a deceiving outlet. One condttlon that must be fulftlled for 

deception to be profitable, then, is that the number of "j customers will not be 
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On the other hand, to sustain at least one deceiving out Jet requires that 

Lj + Ni I n1 l Cj. Combining the two conditions yields that the number of local 

customers who prefer vj to v1 must fall within a bracket: 

(A. 1) 

Note that the left hand side of (A. 1) Increases with n1• Thus, the bracket within 

which Lj must lie to make deception profitable shrinks with each additional 

deceiving outlet, whether the deceiving outlet Is selling vj or any other food 

that is not vi. 

It is now possible to calculate nit and nj. Assuming that v1 is a popular 

food - - Li + Ni 1 Ci -- the existence of local customers guarantees that 

every outlet that sells vi will truthfully advertise that 1t 1s doing so. The 

number of custome r s that ea ch vi out l et has is Li I ni + Ni I ni 2 Ci. The 

minimum number of v1 outlets that are necessary to meet local demand for v i 

(all the outlets that sell vi to locals being truthful) is 

Li Li 
(A.Z) l. 

There could be more than one outlet that sells vj and deceives. Assuming 

that each of these outlets pretends to be selling vi, a deceiving outlet will have 
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Lj I nj + N1 I n1 customers6 ( lj I nj 1s the number of its local vj customers, 

N1 I n1 1s the number of decetved non-locals), and tn order to be vtable the 

number of customers must be at least CJ. Combining thts cond1tton with equation 

A. 1 we get 

= 
(A. 3) 

.i ----

Notice that Lj 

cj - N/ni 

decreases with n1. Thus, if ntO, nJ w111 decrease when more deceiving outlets 

are added, whether the additional outlets sell vj or any other food. 

From equations A.2 and A . 3 we can derive the probabilities of deception. 

For example, i f Ci= Cj , the probability that a particular outlet will sell food vj 

instead of food v1 (n/nit) is zero If nJ = 0 and l/Lt otherwise. The probability 

that a particular outlet will sell tmy other food instead of vi, pd( vi), is 

(A. 4) 

Notice that the larger the demand for a particular food (L1), the smaller 

the probability that an outlet that claims to be selling this food will be 

deceiving • If most consumef shared a subset of common tastes then a traveler 
J 

wh o entered an outlet that cla1med to be serving one of these common taste s 
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could be fairly confident that he would be oettino what had been promised. The 

theory developed in this paper indicates that a common subset of tastes will 

emerge endogenously. 

Regiona 1 Tastes 

If there are regional tastes (e.g. tn the Northeast people like their 

Margaritas less sour than in the West), it might be profitable for all the local 

outlets to commit fraud. If the proportion of consumers who prefer food v1 is 

higher in the population of region J than tn the population of region i , tt might 

pay all outlets 1n J to sell vj while advertising that they are selling v1. The 

locals everywhere inside the region will simply know food vj by the name vi; 

non-locals, however, will not be repelled. (The term "fraud" ts not entirely 

fitting here. A slight difference in language is more to the point, since althougti 

sellers benefit from this difference, they might not be aware of it.) Formal 

cha ins (but not non-formal chains) could, of course, make sure that the i r 

out let s in j wi l l i ndeed serve food v1, but It appears that in general they choo se 

not t o. 

Had the chain s been providing consistency between regions wh il e the 

differences in tastes described above existed, the chains' outlets in whole 

reg ions would have been unpopular among locals. Also, since monitoring by 

locals in these regions would virtually not exist, the cost of monitoring would be 

high, making, say, food C in region d more expensive than food D tn reg i on d, 

even if production costs were the same. Yet chains rely on the patronage of 

loca l customers 1n all the regions to which they operate, although maybe not in 

every single location inside each region. Hence whereas theoretically forma l 

15 
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cha1ns could prov1de protection aoa1nst fraud 1n cases in wh1ch fraud mioht be 

systemat1cally profitable, In practice they do not. Such protection, then, 

cannot be the reason for the existence of cha1ns. 

Two explanations that might complement each other are possible for 

chains having substantial local patronages everywhere they operate: 

( 1) Consumers In different regions could have a common subset of tastes, and 
( 

the chains could be providing foods that fall within this subset, or (2) the 

chains could find It more profitable not to provide consistent taste, but rather to 

cater to regional tastes. The latter could result If monitoring by the chains is so 

expensive that most travelers would rather settle for the much cheaper and the 

less familiar local food than Insist on consistency. As for the former, we will 

see below that where a difference In tastes actually poses a problem, 

consumers are motivated to create a subset of common tastes. The 

complementarity of the two explanations comes from the possibility that the 

chains will provide consistency in those food items for which the distributions of 

tastes are the same In all regions, while catering to regional tastes In Items for 

which this is not the case. Notice, however, that this w111 be true for both 

non-formal and formal chains. 

B. l Ambiauous Characteristics: Price 

Some characteristics are hard to classify. Is price, for instance, a 

quality or a taste characteristic? Depending on consumers' demands it could be 

one or the other. For example, if all consumers want to see the lowest possible 

price In each and every outlet or If all consumers want to see the same price in 

all outl~ts, price is a quality characteristic. If, however, only a fraction of 

consumers are interested the lowest price possible, while another fraction is 
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interested in havino identical prices everywhere, then price is a taste 

characteristic. It was shown that in oeneral locals can monitor both quality 

and taste on behalf of non-locals (althou9h monitoring quality is easier). It is 

worthwh11e, however, to elaborate a b1t on the deta11 of th1s mon1tortng , s1nce 

the nature of the monitored characteristic will determine the variety of 

restaurants that will be available, and this variety, in turn, will make 

monitoring possitsle. 

If pr1ce ls a quality character1st1c, one type of restaurant would be 

sufficient to meet all consumers' demands since quality involoves unanimity; if, 

however, price is a taste characteristic, then there will be a variety of chains 

that cater to the different demands. Chain vi mi<;iht be the one that will sell food 

v1 for a price that 1s consistent across locations. Chain v1, on the other hand, 

will be the one that sells the same food as vi, but has the lowest price possible 

in each and every location. The presence of locals with the respective tastes 

creates the proper incentives, so that an outlet will not name itself vi or vj 

unless 1t 1s providing e1ther a low price or a consistent prlce respectively. 

Ll Economies of Scale in Advertisina 

Since the distinction between locals and non-locals is by now clear, we 

can return to the question whether economies of scale 1n advert1s1ng are the 

reasor1 for the existence of chains. Advertising by chains could have two 

possible targets: both non-local and local customers, or only non-local 

customers. If the target of advertising is both non-local and local customers, 

economtes of scale in advertis1ng 1mply that a chain can relay information to all 

customers at a lower cost than independent restaurants, which would mar.e the 
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cha1n cheaper than local restaurants. But local restaurants co-exist with 

cha1ns, and many customers buy from both. Why would either a local (or a 

non-local) ever buy from the more expensive locel restaurant? 

On the other hand, tf the target of advertising ts only non-locals (either 

because local customers have the necessary tnformation already, or because 

they can obtain tt in the same manner that they obtain information about local 

restaurants: through word of mouth, flyers, advertising in loca 1 media and 

other local means) and if there are economies of scale tn such advertising, 

non-locals will prefer chains over local stores. But since the locals do have 

all the necessary Information, they would find the local restaurants that do not 

advertise on wide-coverage media cheaper. Why would locals sometimes buy 

from the more expensive chains? 

It Is, of course, possible that all channels of information are open at the 

same time; consumers get Information about some restaurants through local 

channels and about others through wide-coverage advertising. The argument 

could be made that In this case, consumers who seek variety w111 buy both from 

local restaurants and from chains. This ar9ument requires, however, a very 

peculiar information structure. On the one hand, restaurants that are less 

known locally will have to advertise more; on the other hand restaurants that 

are very similar could form chains In order to exploit economies of scale In 

advertislno. But why would restaurants in different locations, which 

consumers exchange relatively little information about, be so similar? Consider 

the case of pizza for instance. In each location consumers exchange Information 

about local pizza restaurants. The 11kel1hood that 1n many of these locations 

they wo~ld simultaneously fi21. exchange Information about the local restaurants 

that sell a Pina Hut type of pizza must be very low. 
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In addition, new outlets of chains are added all the time. Continulno our 

example, how does the firm Pizza Hut know that tn a certain new location 

consumers will not exchan9e information about a Pizza Hut type of Pizza? (If 

consumers did exchan<~e such Information, a restaurant that serves that type of 

pizza but does not belon9 to the chains would be cheaper.) Since this special 

structure of information seems peculiar to us, we conclude that even thou9h 

consumers may be collecting information through numerous channels, 

economies of scale in advertising cannot fully rationalize the existence of 

chains that both locals and non-locals patronize and the coexistence of local, 

non-chain establishments. 

Advertising by chains does raise an Interesting question, though. If chains 

do not enjoy advantages In economies of scale In production or management, and 

if chains have local customers, why would advertising be effective anyway? 

(See Klein and Leffler, Nelson for the argument that advertising is informative 

even if the advertiser merely advertises that he advertises.) After all, it 

would seems that under these circumstances a store that did not advertise cou l d 

sell at a price that is still lower. Moreover, the question is even more puzzling 

since the same local consumer may sometimes buy from a local outlet of a 

cha in restaurant that advertises heavily, and at other times buy from a local 

restaurant that In comparison advertises hardly at all. What explains this 

seemingly inconsistent behavior? Rather than using economies of scale in 

advertising to explain the structure of the restaurant Industry, we find that 

advertising by chains becomes one of the factors that needs to be explained. We 

return to this problem after we develop our theory. 

Eividently,economies of scale In provision or the need for protection 

aga inst fraud do not adequately explain the existence of restaurant chain s . 
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Something else is necessary. We turn now to develop the theory of economies of 

scale in imitative consumption. 

II. Economies of Scale 1n Imitative Consumption 

A particular good is subject to economies of scale tn imitative 

consumption if consumers are better off consuming some brand of this good that 
f 

almost all other consumers also consume. For example, there are economies 

of scale in 1mitative consumption in the consumption of soft drinks if among the 

different local and national brands the consumer ts better off picking, say, Coke 

only because almost everybody else does too. 

We w111 show that two conditions together are sufficient to create 

economies of scale in imitative consumption: 

1. Tastes are learned. 

2. Consumers are mobile. 

11. 1. illrned Taste and Soecialization in Consumotion 

The utility function of a consumer k is defined over n foods or 

restaurants. We use the terms foods and restaurants interchangeably because 

when going to a spec1f1c restaurant consumers seek more than just a particular 

food; they also seek characteristics such as a particular arrangement of th e 

food and a particular ambiance that is produced by the furnishing and design. 

Hence it is impossible to fully describe a food without reference to a restaurant; 

tn order to convey, for tnstance, that eat1ng a p1zza 1s exactly ltke eat1ng a P1zz a 

Hut pizza-- considering ·ambiance· as well as •taste· as factors 1n eating--
, 

reference must be made to the name Pina Hut. We call a restaurant '1' if it 

contains all those characteristics that a consumer expects to find in i. We ca ll 
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a food 'i' if 1t is served by an i restaurant. Of course, different restaurants 

can serve the same food. We therefore introduce the follow1n9 definition: 

Def1n1t1on: Cha1n Restaurant. A cha1n restaurant 1s a 9roup of restaurants that 

serve the same food; such a 9roup is a chain whether or not the restaurants 

comprise a firm (that is, we do not distin9u1sh between formal and non-formal 

chains). 

A restaurant that serves a pizza that is the same as P1zza Hut's is a Pizza Hut, 

then, whether or not It 1s part of the same firm. 

We will show that 1f tastes are learned a consumer will specialize in 

consumption; In the case of restaurants th1s means that g1ven a lar9e choice, a 

consumer will prefer eatino more than once at each of a smaller number of 

establishments to eating just once at a larger number. This part of the analysis 

draws on Stigler's and Becker 's idea of ·consumption capital" (Stigler & 

Becker,Adler, 1985). 

Let uk, the utility function of consumer k, be additively separable 

n 

(1) U~· (x) =I. uk,i(x ·) 
1= 1 l 

where x Is then dlmens1ona1 vector of foods and xi Is the number of meals eaten 

at restaurant i during a consumer 's lifetime. We assume the marginal utility 0f 

k. from consumption is always positive, so uik, 1(xi) > 0 for all i and all xi 2 0, 

where uki is the first derivative of uk with respect to i. 

~finit ion: Learned Taste. A taste for a good is learned if for each of its brand s , 

i, there is a 0 <ski i oo such that 
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where uk 11 ts the second der1vat1ve of uk with respect to 1. Thus, taste 1s 

learned 1f marginal utility from a brand increases, at least up to a point, with 

past consumpt1on. We w111 assume that consumers' taste are learned, but that 

beyond sk 1 marginal ut111ty Is decreasing: 

uk11( xi) .LO XjiS i 

(2) 

Figure 1 depicts the ma rgina 1 ut ii ities from i and j. 

merg1net 
ut11tty 

mu(~) 

s. 
J 

F i g u r e 1 : m a r g i n a 1 util i ties fr o m i a n d j . 

F1c,iure 2 depicts two 1nd1fference curves between 1 and j for d1fferent levels of U. 
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U:low 

Figure 2: The lndiff erence Map 

The indifference curve representing the high utility level is not smooth at the 

edges because it might have concave portions there (near the axes the marginal 

utility of one good may be increasing while the marginal utility of the other is 

dee reasing). 

lL..1.a..6-... Consumer's Choice.. 

It is clear from the figure that when his 1ncome is low the consumer w1ll 

choose, depending on prices, either i or j, but not both. But when income is 

higt1, there is an interior solution including both 1 and j. This observation 

generalizes as follows. 

The Lagrangian, L, is 

n n 

wt1ere A 1s the Lagrange multiplier and I Is the consumer's Income. The Kuhn 

Tucker conditions for this problem are: 
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xi10 and xi(uk, 1
1 Cx1)+A.pi)=O, 

1= 1 , •••• n . 
(4) n 

I= Ii=l PiXi 

Suppose x* =(xi, ••• ,xn) solves the consumer's problem. Call the set of brands 

that he actually consumes his ·consumptive set·, A, where A={i: x*1 >0 }. 

Proposition: At most, one of the foods in a consumer's consumptive set has 

increasing marginal utility. 

Proof: Notice ftrst that for each 1, Pi > O stnce uk,i1e>c1) > O. Assume the 

propos1t1on is false, and there are two foods w1th tncreastn9 mar91nal ut111ty. 

Without loss of generality we can assume that the first m foods constitute the 

consumptive set, so A = { 1= 1, ••• , m} where min , and that the hr st two foods in 

A fulfill uk 11 >0 and uk22 >o. Since uk is separable, x* 1 and x* 2 must be the 

solution of the truncated problem: 

where P-1,-2 = ( P3, .•. ,Pm) is the vector of prices without the first two 

elements, and x• _ 1 _2 is x* without Its first two elements. Since x* 1 and x*? , 

are an interior solution to the this problem, the second order condition for a 

maximum must be met. However, since uiro 'V l:oi!j , the bordered Hessian is 

wh ich is a sufficient condition to indicate that x* 1 and x• 2 are a minimum: a 
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contradiction. Q.E.D. 

Corollory: Let Q be the lowest price omong then foods, and let .l be the lowest 

of the sk 1·s. Then the consumer has at most m restaurants tn his 

consumptive set, where m .1 (I/ Q ~) + 1. 

Proof: Reca111ng the Proposition, let 1* be the one restaurant tn A such that 

x*i< ski (1f there 'is no such restaurant, let 1* be any one restaurant in A.) 

Then, since for all icA except perhaps;*, Pi l Q and xi l ~. we see that 

I pixi l (m-1 )Q~. 
i EA 
i~ i * 

Thus, since Pixi 1 O for all i, I= I Pixi 1 (m-1) Qi. So, mi (I/ Q.SJ + 1. 
1 

Q.E.D. 

Hence consumers spec1a11ze 1n consumption: given a large cho1ce of 

brands, a consumer prefers eating more than once at each of a smaller number 

of establishments to eating just once at a larger number. Specialization does 

not mean that the consumer chooses just one restaurant, though; with 

sufficiently h19h Income there will be several restaurants tn the consumptive 

set. 

11.2 Consumer Mobility 

Consumers are mobile and do not do all their restaurant eating throughout 

their lives in just one neighborhood. Yet since he specializes in consumption, a 

consumer might at times prefer eating at a restaurant that offers familiar food 

to eating at an establishment whose food is unfamiliar when he is away from 
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home. This is especially true during trips to different neighborhoods in the 

same town; encountering unfamiliar environments in high frequency will be 

taxing if tastes are learned. If the consumptive sets of almost all consumers 

had a common subset, each consumer would be more likely to rtnd a restaurant 

that he surely likes, wherever he might be. Hence a mobile consumer whose 

tastes are learned would rationally choose to have some popular restaurants in 

his consumptive set simply because they are popular. (The consumer does not 

actually have to calculate his choice. If he prefers known food, he will enter 

known restaurants on his trips to the different neiohborhoods. The restaurants 

that are known and available in different neighborhoods are the chains. The 

consumer will end up with ·consumptive capita t• which will make the chain 

attractive to him also when he is at home. For simplicity we will analyze 

consumer's behavior as if it is explicitly calculated.) 

The significance of this point becomes clear when we notice that a popular 

restaurant j could be chosen over an unpopular restaurant i even if, had they 

both been available everywhere, i would have been chosen over j. To see this 

point let the number of meals that a consumer eats of i and j together be fixed at 

N. Lett be the number of meals that will be eaten on trips away from home. If 

the consumer does not specialize in consumption but eats i when at home and j 

when away from home, then N-t I-meals wm be eaten at home and t 

j-meals will be eaten away from home; otherwise N j-meals will be eaten 

wherever the consumer might be. Dropping the consumer's index, k, for 

simpllc1ty, the consumer would choose to specialize in j as long as 

(6) J(N) l J(t) + ui(N-t). 

Equation (6) is depicted in figure 3. 

I 
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u 1CN) 
/ u J(t) + u1 

(N-t) 

1 N t 

Figure 3: Ut11ity from consuming I and J as a function of tj. 

In figure 3, had t been available everywhere, the consumer could ach1eve uttl1ty 

level ui(N). If he chose to specialize in j his utility level would be u1(N); if he 

chose i wherever tt is available and j everywhere else, h1s utility would be 

J(t) + ui(N-t). It ts clear that If the number of meals eaten away from home ts 

greater than 1, the consumer wtll choose to eat J everywhere, including at 

home. This point is also 111ustrated in figure 4, which depicts the consumer's 

choice on the indifference map, assuming Pi= Pj· In the figure, u1 ts the level 

of utiltty that the consumer would ach1eve with the depicted t if he eats at i 

wherever it ts available. 
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F1gure 4: j more popular than 1 

(Notice the lack of availability of I out of town produces a kink In the budget 

constraint at Xt = N-t • 

A. Consumers with Different Tastes 

Even If their tastes are substantially different, mobile consumers might 

all pick j over 1 If j Is more popular (j Is available everywhere, I ls only 

avallable at home). To see this point let k and 1 be two consumers such that If 

both 1 and j are available everywhere k w111 ptck 1 and 1 will pick j. Assume also 

that each consumer will eat the same number of meals, t, at outlets of 

restaurant j when he is away from home. Figure 5 depicts this situation. uk 

indicates the highest attainable indifference curve for consumer k and ul the 

h1ghest one for 1. It 1s clear that both k and 1 wm choose to consume j also at 

home if j Is more popular. Hence the existence of a common subset In the 

consumptive sets of all consumers does not require that consumers have stmilar 
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tastes. 

N-t N 

u1 = u1'J (N) 
/ 

Figure 5: different tastes- same choice 

Of course, even though tastes in figure Sare different in the sense that 

------ · -- ----

the 1nd1fference curves are d1fferent, 1t 1s 1mportant to note that once j 1s be1ng 

consumed, the marginal utility of j is higher than the marginal utility of i even 

for consumer k, who a priori would have preferred i! Given the choice of one 

more meal at one of the two restaurants, then, both would pick j. In this 6 

posteriori sense, then, tastes ult1mately become the same. Thus learned 

tastes help explain the poss1bility of the existence of McDonald's' hamburgers as 

the nationa 1 taste in one country and, say, Picadi11y7 fish and chips as the 

national taste in another. They also help explain why inside cities ethnic 

restaurants are located 1n ethnic ne1ghborhoods even though the same foods 

could be potentially available everywhere: people of a particular ethnic 

background are more likely than others to eat that ethnic food. Thus, polish 

restaurants in Chicago are located mainly in polish neighborhood8; chinese 

restaurants 1n San Franc1sco are located ma1nly 1n Ch1natown. 

In a way, then, learned tastes constitute both the problem of the 
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consumer and its solution. Because tastes are learned, consumers sometimes 

seek known foods even when they are away from home; they are able to find what 

they are looking for, however, because they can learn tastes for foods that are 

ava11able everywhere. 

111. The Chain Restaurant I local Restaurant Mix 

We can now discuss the structure of the restaurant industry. In 

particular, we will show that coexistence of local and chain restaurants is 

entirely consistent with our theory, and that no specific proportion between the 

two is necessary. In addition, we will suggest some scenarios by which a 

structure like the actual structure of the industry might emerge. 

The following additional simplifying assumptions are made: 

(A. 1) All consumers have the same income. 

(A.2) Production costs of all foods are the same. All average cost curves 

(AC) are U shaped, with a minimum c0 at quantity q0 • 

(A. 3) There are e shopping areas with f local consumers each. 

(A. 4) Each consumer makes i trips to other shopping areas. 

(A. 7) Each shopping area receives the same share, 1/ e, of all the business 

done by non-locals. 

Given these assumptions and the preceding analysis, in equ11ibrium each 

consumer has the same number of different foods in his consumptive set, and he 

will eat the same number of meals of each. let g be the number of foods in a 

consumptive set, and let h be the number of reshurant meals of each food eaten 

over the consumer's lifetime. Not all meals are eaten at the consumer's local 

shoppin<J area. Let the number of different meals eaten by each consumer on 

each trip be t=lq, where l is the number of different kinds of foods, and q the 

number of meals eaten of each kind. Under these assumptions and notations, f_q/, 

meals are sold at each shopping area9 and the number of restaurants, r, at 
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et1ch t1rea is r 2 f_qNq 0 , r l. 9. 

Given these assumptions, each consumer has a choice of r restaurants in 

his local neighborhood. The consumer chooses his g restaurants that serve g 

different foods from the available r. Each of the r restaurants could serve a 

different food, but this is not necessary. Consumers are free to choose any kind 

of food they wish, and If ti consumers chose food I, ti/i'q0 restaurants would 

serve this food. Recall that when different restaurants sell the same food, we 

ca11 them a chain. The minimum number of different foods available In each 

particular area is, then, g, and the maximum is r. 

In choosing restaurants, a consumer is taking into consideration that he 

wil1 consume 1xqmeals away from home • Since his marginal utility from a 

particular food Increases, our consumer prefers not to eat an entirely new food 

on each of his trips. For simplicity, suppose that the consumer tries new foods 

only at his loca I shopping area. When away from home only known food is 

chosen. If the consumer knows the number of trips that he is going to take, but 

not their destinations, he will choose at least m=ikq/hchalns with outlets In 

each and every shopping area, including his local shopping area. He will be 

eating iq!.. h meals at outlets of chain j when he is away from home, and the 

remaining h-iq meals at an outlet of the same chain when he is at home. 
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Notations 

c0 the minimum average cost of producing a food 

e the number of shopping areas 

f the number of consumers in each shopping area 

f; the number of consumers in each shopping area who 

choose food i 

g the number of different foods in the consumptive set of 
each consumer 

/J the number of meal of each food eaten over the 
consumer's lifetime 

i the number of trips that a consumer makes to other 
shopping areas 

k the number of different kinds of food eaten by the 
consumer on each trip 

m the number of chains in the consumer's consumptive set 

q the number of meals of a particular food eaten by a 
consumer on each trip 

q0 the quantity at which minimum average cost of production 

is achieved 

r the number of restaurants available in each shopping area 

t the number of different meals eaten by each consumer on 
each trip 

All consumers could choose the same chains, in which case the minimum 

total number of chains is the same as the minimum for an individual consumer-

m.10 (If the minimum is obtained, each chain will have f;kq/q 0 outlets at each 

location.) But each consumer could also choose to have more than mchains in 

his consumptive set (in which case iq< /J), and different consumers could choose 
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different chains. It is clear, then, that we have a case of multiple equilibria. 

At the one end of the spectrum there is a large number ( ef(g-m)!q0 ) of 

independent restaurants, each serving a different food, and only a minimal 

number ( m) of chains ; in this equilibrium consumers eat at the chains only 

when they are away from home. At the other end there are no independent 

restaurants at all,only 9different chains,each serving one of 9foods; in this 

case consumers eat only at chains both when they are at home or away from 

home. 

It is desirable to narrow this span of possibilities at least to some 

degree. An equilibrium with only chains and no independent restaurants seems 

particularly removed from reality. As in other cases where "increasing returns 

to adoption· are involved (Arthur, David), historical circumstances plus 

dynamic considerations probably determine which equilibrium ultimately exists. 

But before we turn to a description of a possible path that leads to only a limited 

number of chains, it is important to mention that below we show that when a 

t r ademark law is in effect chains would be more expensive than local 

restaurants. In such a situation consumers would obviously wish to minimize the 

number of chains in their consumptive set. 

Nevertheless, we do not cla1m that 1n a world where chains are just as 

cheap as local restaurants (e.g. in the absence of a trademark law) all 

restaurants will be chains. As was mentioned above, the exact unfolding of 

events will determine the outcome. To illustrate a path that yields many 

independent restaurants and only a minimal number of chains, consider an initial 

condition with no chains and with one location (center) that develops into the 

destination of more trips than does any other location. Denote by v the number 

of times that a consumer has eaten in each of the local restaurants in his 

consumptive set before the opening of any chains. Since there are no chains in 
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this scenario, there is no food that is served both at the center and in the 

suburbs (outlying areas). However, if equation (7) below holds (not too much 

consumptive capital has been built in the local restaurants), a suburbanite will 

be willing to switch from a local restaurant I for which he has already developed 

some taste to chain j that sells the same food at home that he buys at the 

center. This is because the utility derived from splitting consumption between 

two different foods, one served at the center and one in the suburb, is smaller 

than the utility from switching to the center's food also in the suburb, once it 

becomes available (when a chain opens). Switching will take place if the 

following condition holds: 

h-iq iq 

(7) J
0 

uii + J 0 Jj 
v h-v 

< I ui . + 0 l 

where uii, Jj stand for the marginal utilities of i and j respectively. The left 

hand side of inequa l (7) is the utility derived when different foods are consumed 

at home and at the center. The right hand side Is the utility derived If after v 

meals a switch from one of the local restaurants to a chain takes place. The 

integrals in (7) are simply utility levels. The condition in (7) is given in utility 

terms, after rearranging the terms by 

(8) Jc iq) - ui( v) < Jc h-v) - ui( h-iq) 

Figure 6 depicts this condition for the case ui = J. 
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Figure 6 

Notice that the existence of chains in equilibrium does not depend on the 

existence of a trademark protection law. In fact, the equilibrium will be exactly 

the same under the assumption that sellers will not cheat buyers under any 

circumstances 11. This result is particularly important since, as was discussed 

in the first part of the paper, the market is capable of protecting buyers 

unassisted by the law. 

A. Rents 

It would seem that restaurants have the potential to "hold-up" customers 

who have developed taste for their food. After all, if a consumer derives 

greater utility from consumption of food that he already knows than from 

consuming an unknown food, couldn't a restaurant raise its price once the 

Investment In consumptive capital has already taken place? The answer depends 

on the existence of a trademark protection law. Without such protection, if 

restaurant i tried to raise its price, an entrant lo the market could produce 

identical food (recall that this includes identical ambiance). No rents could be 

collected by restaurants In this case. With trademark protection, however, the 
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potential for a hold-up does exist because (identical) duplication is not possible. 

The analysis of the hold-up resulting from a trademark protection law is 

similar to the analysis of switching from a local restaurant to a chain, above. 

Assume that the Income that a consumer sets aside for the consumption of 

either i or j is fixed. Denote this income I, and let v be the number of meals 

already eaten at restaurant i. The utility from staying with chain i must exceed 

the utility of switching to chain j that charges a lower price and, like i, has 

outlets everywhere. Pi must, therefore, satisfy the condition 

(9) ui( I/pi) > ui( v) + Jcc 1- vpi )/pj) . 

Thus, because of the existence of consumptive capital (v), an established chain 

can extract rents. 

Following the argument presented here, a trademark law would also 

allow local restaurants to charge a price higher than c0 once they are 

established. For two reasons, however, the price that chains charge will be 

higher than the price charged by local restaurants. Firstly, consumers eat in 

chains when they are away from home. A consumer who wishes to search for a 

substitute to the over-charging chain will have to do so in all the locations that 

he travels to. It is therefore more costly to replace a chain in the consumptive 

set than it is to replace a local restaurant. Secondly, the chain has many 

outlets and is therefore earning more total rents. If protecting a trademark is 

costly and this cost does not rise proportionally with the size of the rents , a 

chain is more likely than a local restaurant to engage in such protection. 

B. Entrepreneurship, Advertising and the Trademark Law 

Above we have sketched a scenario by which a trademark that is shared by 
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many restaurants can come into beino throuoh a oradual, de-centralized 

process. But thls process is not the only possible one. With a trademark law in 

effect, an entrepreneur could organize different stores into a new chain and 

earn part of the rent thus generated. A consumer who wishes to add a -new chain 

to his consumptive set needs, of course, to be assured that a particular 

restaurant is indeed part of an extensive chain. Advertising can provide this 

information, because advertising by a chain implies that it has a large volume of 

sales and, therefore, many stores. Notice also that where there are economies 

of scale in imitative consumption and therefore focal points are necessary, 

advertising might provide the focal points since rational consumers would 

respond positively to advertising if all other consumers do the same. Hence the 

rents that the trademark law facllltates are not only necessary to provide an 

incentive to the entrepreneur; they are also necessary to pay for advertising 

that in this case is informative. Is the trademark law as it applies to chain 

restaurants efficient after all? 

Since the existence of the law ls 1tself not necessar1ly a result of a market 

process only , we cannot know the answer for sure. Presumably competition 

between entrepreneurs could minimize the rents earned by chains. But this 

competition is curtailed by the investment consumers make in consumptive 

capital. Thus there ls no necessary relationship between the rents that the 

trademark protection law enables chains to collect and the necessary returns to 

entrepreneurship or the cost of informative advertising. It could very well be 

that consumers are better off paying lower prices for restaurant meals and 

losing the possible benefits of the trademark law -- the formation of a greater 

number of new chains (a It hough as our analysis has shown it is not certain that 

the market will not produce an even greater number of new chains in the absence 

of the law) and the existence of informative advertising. 12 Whichever the case 
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may be, though, notice that the possible benefits are due to innovation --the 

introduction of new chains-- not to the maintenance of quality. But where the 

purpose of the law is to foster innovation, protection that is limited in duration, 

such as In the case of patents, Is the preferred device (see Landes and 

Posner). 

At this point it is important to clarify what the nature of the innovations 

that are protected by the trademark law is. Invention of a new food does not 

require the protection of the trademark law; a patent law Is all that ts required. 

A new process for producing flakes from corn, for instance, could be patented. 

This process would thus be protected with or without an exclusive right to the 

use of the words "corn flakes.· The innovation that would be protected by the 

trademark law in the case of chain restaurants involves the creation of a new 

chain that will se 11 a I ready existjna food. When wehJhin<J the costs and benefits 

of the trademark law, the distinction between a patent and a trademark should be 

recognized. 

Cone lusion 

This paper has introduced the concept of economies of scale in imitative 

consumpt ion and used it to explain why there might be standardization even 

where the usual economies of scale, e.g. in production, management, or 

advertising, are not present, and even where the quality of goods could be 

assured without relying on brand names. We have argued that where a 

trademark law Is In effect, economies of scale In Imitative consumption will lead 

to large firm size. The analysis was developed through an application to chain 

restaurants, but this is just one example. Economies of scale in imitative 

consumption exist in a 11 cases where tastes are formed and consumers are 
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mobile. 

Economies of scale in imitative consumption might therefore explain the 

large size of firms that produce soft and hard beverages end many canned and 

packaged foods. Such economies might also be present where style is a 

characteristic of the good, since tastes for style are also formed. Thus 

economies of sea le in imitative consumption may help explain why large firms 

exist in the production of clothing (Jordache, Calvin Klein, etc.) end 

perfumes. 13 The tendency of the economy towards standardization is therefore 

endemic. Individuals who espouse ·small is beautifui- should consider the 

possibility that smallness does not necessarily mean diversity. Standardization 

might be due not to technology but to our needs as consumers. 
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Footnotes 

* I wish to thank Louis Makowski for improving the paper substantially, both in 

content and in form. Harold Demsetz, Tom Russell, Steve Shmanske and 

Larry White offered very helpful comments and criticism. I benefitted also 

from discussions with Joe Ostroy,Steve Sheffrin, David Schwartzman, 

Michael Waldman Leon Wegge and the participants of workshops at Corne11 

Graduate School of Administration , CSU Hayward, NYU Graduate School of 

Business Administration, UCLA, University of Chlcaoo and at Stanford. 

1. There are some similarities between economies of scale in consumption and 

·network externalities,· a concept used to explain the existence of standards 

in telephones, computers and other communication systems (see David and the 

reference there). The factors that give rise to economies of scale In 

consumption are different, however,. No communication or any other 

interaction between consumers is necessary for economies of sea le in 

consumption to exist. Also, in networks a consumer must use a system that 

Is only compatible, not identical, with the systems of other consumers. This 

implies that some comoponents of the the equipment will be standardized, but 

otherwise different consumers could have different equipment. As will be 

clear from our discussion of taste vs . quality below, economies of scale in 

consumption relate to complete products rather than to some components of 

products. Robert Frank ( 1985) develops a theory of signalling by consumption 

and shows that such signalling produces consumption externalities. 

2. I discovered this fact by interviewing operators of local restaurants of 

different types in my home neighborhood. 

3. Compare Darby and Karni p. 81, Caves and Murphy, p.573. 

4. There is another case, however, in which chain-stores and local stores could 

exist side by side. This is the case where there is a large turnover of local 



stores. New stores continually enter into the market, and because they sell 

low-quality goods, fail. A newcomer, presumably, would not know which 

store is new, and he might, therefore, choose the chain-stores. 
-

(Presumably, because new restaurants usually advertise that they are new.) 

This is, of course, possible, but a newcomer who enters such a store would 

not be taking a greater risk than a local who enters the same store. The 

only difference between them is that the local would be taking the risk 

knowingly, while the newcomer would be doing 1t unknowingly. (Stores could 

put a sign with the date of their establishment. The only question is whether 

newcomers could trust such a sign.) This case was suggested to me by Steve 

Sheffrin. 

5. Of course, consumers do not alway behave in th1s way; somet1mes they are 

adventurous and seek unknown tastes. 

6. Since by assumption the outlet cannot be viable without local customers, 

Ni I ni < Cj. 

7. An Invented trademark-the English counterpart of MacDonald's, whichever It 

may be. 

8. Sherwin Rosen brought to my attention both the relationship between ethnic 

background and ethnic food and the example of the location of polish food in 

Chicago. 

9. Each local consume r eats g/J - ikq meals at her local shopping area, and all 

the locals together eat f(g/J - ikq) meals there. Each shopping area is the 

destination of fei/e= fitrips and, therefore, fikq meals are sold to non-locals 

there. Adding these numbers yields that fg/J meals are sold at each shopping 

area. 

10. The minimum would be obtained if consumers bought from chains only when 

away from home. Chains will not have local customers in this case. 



11. See Landes and Posner ( p. 8) for the argument that brand names wi11 be 

destroyed without the protection of the law. 

12.Different stores that share a common trademark. could create a voluntary 

assoc1at1on that would advert1se. Thus, advert1s1ng 1s also poss1ble w1thout 

the trademark law. The association might suffer from the free-rider 

problem, however, since a restaurant that does not pay for the advertising 

will still benefit from it. Nonetheless, voluntary associations do exist; 

advertising by Sunkist'", an association of citrus growers, is an example. 

13.0f course, unl1ke 1n the case of food and beverages, consumers away from 

home do not normally shop for clothing or perfume; they do not need, 

therefore, to be able to buy familiar clothing or perfume in every location to 

which they travel. However, such consumers are exposed to what other 

people wear, and the oppos1te 1s also true. In order not to be 1n an unfam111ar 

environment whenever they are away from home, and in order not to ·stand 

out· on such occasions, consumers might choose to form common tastes with 

people in other locations. 
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